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Abstract

Context: DevOps (Development and Operations) has become one of the fastest-growing software development paradigms in
the industry. However, this trend has presented the challenge of ensuring secure software delivery while maintaining the agility of
DevOps. The efforts to integrate security in DevOps have resulted in the DevSecOps paradigm, which is gaining significant interest
from both industry and academia. However, the adoption of DevSecOps in practice is proving to be a challenge.

Objective: This study aims to systemize the knowledge about the challenges faced by practitioners when adopting DevSecOps
and the proposed solutions reported in the literature. We also aim to identify the areas that need further research in the future.

Method: We conducted a Systematic Literature Review of 54 peer-reviewed studies. The thematic analysis method was applied
to analyze the extracted data.

Results: We identified 21 challenges related to adopting DevSecOps, 31 specific solutions, and the mapping between these
findings. We also determined key gap areas in this domain by holistically evaluating the available solutions against the challenges.
The results of the study were classified into four themes: People, Practices, Tools, and Infrastructure. Our findings demonstrate
that tool-related challenges and solutions were the most frequently reported, driven by the need for automation in this paradigm.
Shift-left security and continuous security assessment were two key practices recommended for DevSecOps. People-related factors
were considered critical for successful DevSecOps adoption but less studied.

Conclusions: We highlight the need for developer-centered application security testing tools that target the continuous prac-
tices in DevSecOps. More research is needed on how the traditionally manual security practices can be automated to suit rapid
software deployment cycles. Finally, achieving a suitable balance between the speed of delivery and security is a significant issue
practitioners face in the DevSecOps paradigm.

Keywords: DevOps, Security, DevSecOps, Continuous Software Engineering, Systematic Literature Review

1. Introduction

DevOps (Development and Operations) has led to a
paradigm shift aimed at removing the traditional boundaries (or
“silos”) of the software development and software operations
teams [1]. This shift resulted in reducing the time between
committing a modification in a system and that change being
placed in a production environment [2]. DevOps is currently
a widely adopted software development paradigm in the indus-
try [3]. This interest in adoption is due to the gains in busi-
ness value reported by industry practitioners and academic re-
searchers [4]. The most commonly reported benefit is the abil-
ity to deploy releases faster and more frequently [5]. However,
the practices of rapid delivery have presented new challenges
to organizations. One such challenge is ensuring the security of
software outputs to stakeholders while maintaining the agility
of DevOps [6].
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Traditionally, security is treated as a non-functional require-
ment [7], which is handled at a later stage of the software de-
velopment life-cycle [8], [9]. Accordingly, a set of standard
application security tests or activities are conducted on a soft-
ware release. These activities either need substantial manual
effort (e.g., security code review [10]) or are time consum-
ing tasks (e.g., Dynamic Application Security Testing (DAST)
[11]). Therefore, applying the same security tests in the con-
text of DevOps would hinder the speed of deployments. At the
same time, with the rising number of attacks, the security of
software is critical in today’s context, particularly in a cloud
environment. There are many examples of how security vul-
nerabilities of software have been exploited to cause substantial
damages to organizations [12], [13]. As a result, a key focus in
this domain is how an organization can produce outputs at the
speed required by DevOps while ensuring security [14].

This requirement of integrating security in DevOps has led
to the coining of the term, DevSecOps (Development, Security,
and Operations). At the core of DevSecOps is the principle
of keeping security as a priority and adding security controls
and practices into the DevOps cycle [6]. As the need for rapid
deployment of safe and secure software outputs increases, the
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Figure 1: The relationships between the continuous practices discussed in this study [15], [16], [17]

interest in DevSecOps continues to grow in the industry and
academia. This is evident from the growing body of formal
literature in this area.

1.1. Aim and contribution
The transition from traditional software engineering method-

ologies (e.g., waterfall model) to DevSecOps is widely reported
to be a challenging task [4], [18], [14]. As the interest in De-
vSecOps continues to rise in the industry, it is valuable for prac-
titioners to be aware of such adoption challenges and the solu-
tions available to address them.

Firstly, this article is intended for practitioners who are plan-
ning or in the process of adopting DevSecOps to be aware of
the frequently reported problems in this domain. Identifying
the adoption challenges at a very early stage of a project would
be beneficial in addressing them early. Secondly, we aim to
provide practitioners with a critical review of the proposed so-
lutions related to DevSecOps adoption, reported in the peer-
reviewed studies. Thirdly, this study can be a starting point for
further research in the research community, as we identify the
gap areas in DevSecOps based on the current literature.

Accordingly, our main aim in this study is to systematically
select, thematically analyze and present the challenges, solu-
tions, and gaps for further research on DevSecOps. To achieve
this aim, we have conducted an SLR to evaluate a selected set
of peer-reviewed literature. Based on the results, our paper
makes the following three specific contributions:

• We present a thematic classification of the main security-
related challenges an organization could face in adopting
DevSecOps.
• We describe the current solutions proposed in the litera-

ture, which address these challenges in terms of guide-
lines, best practice, methodologies or frameworks, and
tools. We then thematically map the challenges to the pro-
posed solutions.
• We identify the potential gaps for future research or the

areas for technological development (e.g., tools) or frame-
work support by combining the findings of the above two
contributions.

2. Background and related work

In this section, we define the terms and concepts used in the
study. Then, we present a comparison of our study with the
existing related reviews.

2.1. Continuous software engineering and its practices
Continuous Software Engineering (CSE) aims to establish a

continuous movement in software engineering activities, rather
than a set of discrete activities performed by different teams or
departments [19]. To enable this continuous movement, CSE
bundles a set of continuous practices such as Continuous Inte-
gration. Fitzgerald and Stol [19] present several such continu-
ous practices categorized under business strategy & planning,
development, and operations. In the industry, the development-
related continuous practices have been used more and are well-
established [20]. Accordingly, much of the research on contin-
uous practices has been conducted on the development-related
practices [16], [21], [17], [22]. Based on these studies, Continu-
ous Integration, Continuous Delivery, and Continuous Deploy-
ment can be seen as the most popular continuous practices in
the domain [23]. Therefore, we have selected these three prac-
tices for review in our study. In the next subsections, we present
the definitions and relationships between these practices.

2.1.1. Continuous Integration (CI)
CI is the development practice where developers frequently

integrate their work (e.g., code changes) to the main branch,
usually on a daily basis [23]. These changes are validated by au-
tomated builds and tests [24]. By doing so, developers are able
to detect and address integration failures early, and as quickly
as possible [16], [19].

2.1.2. Continuous Delivery (CDE)
CDE aims to keep the software at a reliably deployable

or production-ready state at any time [25], [16]. To achieve
this goal, software needs to pass the relevant tests and quality
checks in a staging environment (e.g., acceptance tests). How-
ever, the deployment to the production environment is done
manually, where a team member with the relevant authority de-
cides when and which production-ready outputs should be re-
leased to the customer (i.e., pull-based approach) [17].

2.1.3. Continuous Deployment (CD)
CD extends CDE by automatically and continuously deploy-

ing software outputs to a production environment if all the re-
quired quality gates are passed [P18], [16]. CD is a push-based
approach, where software changes are automatically deployed
to production through the deployment pipeline without human
intervention [17]. Figure 1 depicts the relationship between
these continuous practices, which we have considered in our
study.
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2.2. Development and Operations (DevOps)

DevOps is a paradigm that aimed to reduce the disconnect
between development and operations teams by promoting col-
laboration, communication, and integration between them [2].
Despite being a trend in the industry, DevOps lacks a widely
accepted definition [1]. Defining DevOps is difficult due to the
considerable overlap with continuous practices [23]. Due to this
reason, Stahl et al. [23] present definitions to differentiate De-
vOps and continuous practices from one another. We use their
interpretation for DevOps in our study, as they have attempted
to reflect the mainstream interpretation of these terms.

Stahl et al. [23] view DevOps as a combination of values,
principles, methods, practices, and tools. Here, the practices
include continuous activities such as CI, CD, and CDE. These
are considered key practices which enable achieving the above-
noted goal of DevOps [2]. The above five elements in combina-
tion, enable continuous and rapid delivery of software without
compromising on the quality.

2.3. Development, Security and Operations (DevSecOps)

The paradigm of DevSecOps refers to the integration of se-
curity principles and practices in DevOps through increased
communication, collaboration, and integration between the de-
velopment and operations teams with the security team [P42].
Studies and industry personnel have used variations of this
term, such as SecDevOps [26] and DevOpsSec [27]. However,
the main intended goal in each of these terms is to keep security
as a key focus throughout the DevOps cycle.

2.4. Other reviews in DevSecOps

We are aware that there are existing literature review and
mapping studies related to security in DevOps or DevSecOps
(Table 1). In this section, we highlight the contribution of our
SLR compared with these existing reviews.

The early review studies in DevSecOps have only included
a limited number of resources, as this paradigm was relatively
new in that period. For example, the systematic mapping study
by Mohan and ben Othmane [26], which was conducted in
2016, contained only five peer-reviewed articles and three De-
vSecOps presentations from conferences. The authors aimed to
determine whether DevSecOps or SecDevOps was just a buz-
zword during that period. Accordingly, Mohan and ben Oth-
mane [26] identified certain aspects related to DevSecOps noted
in Table 1. Additionally, they discussed a limited number of
challenges and solutions related to DevSecOps in some of the
noted aspects. We provide more detailed coverage and a sub-
stantially larger number of DevSecOps adoption challenges and
solutions in our study.

Another early Multivocal Literature Review (MLR) by Myr-
bakken and Colomo-Palacios [6] mostly relied on grey litera-
ture (e.g., white papers, blogs, and articles). They provided
a definition, characteristics, benefits, adoption challenges, and
evolution of DevSecOps. The authors also noted that the chal-
lenges were related to traditional or manual security methods,
organizational problems, and lack of appropriate tools. By

contrast, we provide more in-depth coverage in addressing the
adoption challenges from the recent peer-reviewed literature.

L. Prates et al. [28] aimed to uncover metrics that can be
used to measure the effectiveness of the DevSecOps method-
ology using 13 sources. While our study’s focus is not related
to identifying specific metrics, we mention it as one aspect of
measuring security in DevSecOps.

Sánchez-Gordón and Colomo-Palacios [29] conducted an
SLR on DevSecOps, which included only 11 papers. In this
study, the focus of the authors was on characterizing the cul-
ture in DevSecOps. Therefore, the main focus of this article
is different from that of our study. Further, a Grey Literature
Review (GLR) on DevSecOps was carried out by Mao et al.
[30]. Our research differs from this study based on the research
questions addressed. Their research questions investigated the
impact of DevOps on software security, the aspects that practi-
tioners use to understand DevSecOps and the key practices of
the paradigm. Some of the practices captured by this study are
reported as solutions in our study too. We map these practices
to the challenges identified in our thematic analysis.

We have also identified studies that have used a systematic
review of the literature as part of the study. The study con-
ducted by Rafi et al. [31] contained an SLR to identify the se-
curity challenges in DevOps as part of the research. The authors
then evaluated the identified challenges using DevOps experts.
However, only six papers overlap between this article and our
study. We give reasons for this observation below.

Studies state that continuous practices such as CD are closely
related with DevOps as a concept [32]. Based on the SLR by
Stahl et al. [23], many studies state that DevOps is enabled by
continuous practices [33], [34], [35], [36]. For example, CI,
CD, and CDE are key practices that enable the rapid and con-
tinuous deployment cycles of the DevOps paradigm [2], [37].
Another component of DevOps (as per Stahl et al. [23]) which
is quite similar to continuous practices, is tools. Tools are a crit-
ical component in both continuous practices and the DevOps
paradigm, as they enable automation. We note that there are
many overlaps between what practitioners consider as DevOps
tools and tools used in continuous practices (e.g., CI tools) [22].
Based on the above reasons, we argue that to cover security of
DevOps, security of these continuous practices needs to be con-
sidered.

To verify this argument, we conducted pilot searches in dig-
ital libraries using the search terms that captured the relevant
studies (e.g., security AND “continuous integration”). By ana-
lyzing the results, we found a number of studies that can con-
tribute to our research questions. However, none of the previous
SLRs or MLRs (Table 1) with similar research questions have
considered the security of these continuous practices, which we
have captured in our study. Only the study by Rahman and
Williams [P42], which is not a core literature review study, has
captured this aspect. When searching for internet artifacts in
Google search to answer their research questions and then to
prepare a survey on security in DevOps, they used “Security
in Continuous Delivery” and “Security in Continuous Deploy-
ment” as search terms.

Lastly, Stahl et al. [23] state that the terms DevOps and con-
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Table 1: Comparison of other reviews in DevSecOps : *PC: Peer-reviewed literature count, *GC: Grey literature count, *OC: Overlapped peer-reviewed paper
count with other reviews, *A: Did the study include security of continuous practices?, *B: Did the study include adoption challenges?, *C: Did the study include
proposed solutions?, *D: Did the study include analysis of gap areas? [N/A: Not applicable]

Ë- The authors have considered the security of continuous practices in the study.
�- Adoption challenges, solutions or gap areas are addressed directly through research questions in the study.
�- Adoption challenges, solutions or gap areas are addressed partially through other research questions (i.e., by addressing a different research question, partial
information related to challenges or solutions is provided.)

Authors Focus Year PC GC OC A B C D
Mohan & ben Othmane
[26]

Definition, security best practice, compliance, pro-
cess automation, tools, software configuration, team
collaboration, availability of activity data and infor-
mation secrecy related to DevSecOps

2016 5 3 1 � �

Myrbakken & Colomo-
Palacios [6]

Definition, characteristics, adoption challenges, ben-
efits and evolution of DevSecOps

2017 2 50 0 �

L. Prates et al. [28] DevSecOps Metrics 2019 2 11 0 �
Sánchez-Gordón &
Colomo-Palacios [29]

Characterizing DevSecOps culture 2020 11 N/A 2 �

Mao et al. [30] Impact of DevOps on software security, practitioners
perceptions and practices associated with DevSecOps

2020 N/A 141 N/A �

Rafi et al. [31] Prioritization based taxonomy of DevOps security
challenges

2020 40 N/A 6 �

This study DevSecOps adoption challenges, solutions and gap
areas

2021 54 N/A N/A Ë � � �

tinuous practices are widely used interchangeably. Therefore,
our decision to cover security of continuous practices reduces
the possibility of missing out on the relevant studies. Ulti-
mately, this is why we managed to capture more peer-reviewed
studies relevant to security in DevOps than the previous SLRs
or MLRs. In summary, our review differs from the existing
studies in the following ways.

• To our knowledge, the combination of challenges related
to adopting DevSecOps and proposed solutions have not
been systematically reviewed using a substantial body of
literature. By identifying the challenges, solutions, and the
mapping between them, we were able to identify key gap
areas in this domain.
• We have considered security of the key continuous

practices which enable DevOps as part of our study. This
resulted in capturing a large set of relevant studies, which
were not included in the previous studies.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 3,
we present the research methodology used in this study. This
is followed by the results and discussion in Section 4. In Sec-
tion 5, we present the threats to validity and finally, Section 6
concludes our study.

3. Methodology

SLRs are considered as one of the most popular methods
in the field of Evidence-Based Software Engineering (EBSE)
[38]. Studies note that SLRs can enable practitioners to make
informed decisions related to technology selection and adop-
tion [39]. Therefore, we decided to conduct an SLR to answer
our research questions related to DevSecOps adoption.

To carry out this study, we followed the SLR guidelines pre-
pared by Kitchenham and Charters [40]. Also, similar to the

SLR on CD by Laukkanen et al. [41], we included multiple
studies of the same project if new contributions were available.
This was done in order to capture all the relevant information
for our research questions. According to this guide [40], the
study design is presented in the below subsections: (i) Research
questions, (ii) Search strategy, (iii) Inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria, (iv) Data extraction, (v) Data synthesis.

3.1. Research questions

We note the research questions and the motivation behind
each question in Table 2. All the authors discussed and agreed
on the research questions and the process of conducting the
search. However, the first author conducted the search and fil-
tered the studies under the close supervision of the other authors
who are experienced researchers. These steps are detailed in the
following sections.

3.2. Search strategy

We used the guide given by Kitchenham and Charters [40]
to iteratively develop the search string of this study. Our search
string consists of two types of search terms. Firstly, we se-
lected the more popular term DevSecOps and other similar
terms that are used interchangeably (e.g., SecDevOps). To find
such terms, we consulted industry reports and previous reviews.

Secondly, as noted in Section 2.1, we aimed to capture stud-
ies that addressed the security issues of the widely researched
continuous practices in DevOps. Therefore, as the second part
of the search string, we selected search terms that would capture
the security aspects of these continuous practices (e.g., secur*
AND “continuous integration”).

The final search string is presented below.
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Table 2: Research questions addressed in this study.

Research questions Motivation

RQ1: What are the specific challenges related to adopting
DevSecOps reported in the previous research?

For organizations that are planning to adopt DevSecOps, early identification of the
adoption challenges is important. However, a single peer-reviewed source that sys-
tematically analyzes and synthesizes these adoption problems using a significant body
of up-to-date academic literature is unavailable. This research question aims to address
this specific gap.

RQ2: What are the solutions proposed in the previous re-
search to address the DevSecOps adoption challenges?

An aspect of DevSecOps which is of high interest for the practitioners is solutions in
terms of specific guidelines, best practice, and tools, frameworks or technologies. This
area has not been addressed rigorously by the previous reviews or survey studies in
DevSecOps.

RQ3: What are the opportunities for future research or gap
areas for technological development (e.g., tool support) or
framework support in this domain?

As an area with a growing interest in the research community, it is important to identify
the research gaps to plan future studies. By evaluating the findings of RQ1 and 2, we
aim to identify such gap areas for the research community. Further, we also aim to
highlight the areas in DevSecOps where tool or framework support is lacking. This
would be useful information for the industry (e.g., tool vendors).

devsecops OR secdevops OR devopssec OR secops OR
“rugged devops” OR ruggedops OR (secur* AND devops)
OR (secur* AND “continuous software engineering”) OR
(secur* AND “continuous delivery”) OR (secur* AND
“continuous deployment”) OR (secur* AND “continuous
integration”)

We selected one index engine (i.e., Scopus) as studies have
shown that there is a significant overlap among index engines
[42]. Then, we selected two publisher sites (i.e., IEEE Xplore,
ACM Digital Library) for our study. Next, we conducted pilot
searches on the three selected sources to check whether sev-
eral key papers were included in the results. Our selections are
further supported by Chen et al. [42] recommendations (e.g.,
IEEE Xplore and ACM Digital Library have considerable ex-
clusive contributions, and both of these sources have significant
overlap with Google Scholar).

We ran the search in June 2020 on the selected sources. The
search terms were matched only with the title, abstract, and key-
words of papers. As a result, we retrieved a total of 460 papers.
We then removed the duplicates and ended up with 283 papers.

3.3. Inclusion-exclusion criteria

We used the following inclusion and exclusion criteria to fil-
ter the papers resulting from the above step.

Inclusion criteria:
• The article specifically addresses (e.g., study objective or

research questions) some aspect of security in one or more
of the stages of DevOps or the selected continuous prac-
tices.
• The full text is available.
• The article is written in English.
Exclusion criteria:
• Publications that are not peer-reviewed (e.g., keynote ab-

stracts, call for papers, and presentations)
• The main element or contribution of the article is a litera-

ture review or survey (e.g., secondary study).
• The article is a short paper (i.e., five pages or below)

At first, we used the title and abstract for this purpose. How-
ever, in certain papers, we needed to consider the full text to
make the decision. In these papers, even though our search
string terms were present in the title, abstract, or keywords, it
was unclear how the paper’s content was related to the focus
of our SLR. For example, in several papers, the term DevOps
was noted in the title or abstract. However, upon inspecting the
full paper, we did not find the content to be adequately related
to DevOps (or continuous practices). To determine whether a
paper was adequately related to the focus of our review (i.e., se-
curity in DevOps or continuous practices), we assessed whether
the aim or objective of the study or the research questions ex-
plicitly addressed these areas. By following this step, we were
able to remove studies where the relevant keywords (e.g., De-
vOps) were only included in the paper to provide background
or attract readers (as these are areas with high interest) but not
the main focus of the study.

The first author shared an Excel sheet that detailed the selec-
tion decisions for each included or excluded paper among the
other authors, who conducted a detailed review. In the weekly
meetings, the first author used this sheet to discuss the task in
detail, and the other authors provided feedback which led to
paper inclusions and exclusions. We carried out several rounds
of discussions until a consensus was reached about the selected
list of papers. At the end of this process, we selected 62 papers
based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

3.4. Quality assessment criteria

We used the following quality assessment criteria (adopted
from [43]) to assess the papers resulting from the above stage.
As our study contained a high amount of industry-authored pa-
pers, we limited our quality assessment for the below criteria.
• Adequate description of the context: The context or orga-

nizational settings of the paper (e.g., particularly in indus-
try studies) are clearly noted.
• The research design or method suits the aims of the study:

The methodology followed is appropriate to address the
research goals.
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Figure 2: (a) Example of the coding process (b) Multi-layered coding in NVivo

• Adequate description of the result or solution (i.e., find-
ings): Clear statement of the findings or contributions of
the paper (e.g., solution proposal, tool) is presented.

The grading of these criteria was done using a binary scale
(Yes/No) in the previously noted Excel sheet by the first author
and reviewed by the other authors. We removed a paper if it
received more than one No grade for the three criteria. After the
quality assessment was done, we selected a total of 48 articles
for this study.

3.5. Snowballing activity

The first author conducted forward and backward snow-
balling on the 48 selected papers, which the other authors su-
pervised. The instructions for this activity were obtained from
Wohlin et al. [44]. We found that most of the papers with in-
scope content were already captured in our search stage. As a
result, only four papers were added using this activity.

We then performed snowballing on the primary study lists
of the secondary studies noted in Table 1. This was done to
identify any potentially missed primary studies. By screening a
total of 49 papers from the primary study lists of these studies,
we identified two papers that satisfied our inclusion/exclusion
and quality assessment criteria. Accordingly, the final in-scope
paper count for our study is 54 papers. The final set of articles
is listed in the Appendix.

3.6. Data extraction

We adopted and modified the data extraction sheet from
Garousi et al. [45] to extract data of the papers into Microsoft
Excel. Kitchenham and Charters [40] recommended that data
extraction should be performed independently by two or more
authors. Therefore, the first and fourth author (a senior re-
searcher) performed the data extraction in our study. The first
author extracted data from 39 papers, while the fourth author
extracted from the remaining 15 papers. We used an excel func-
tion to select these 15 papers randomly. After the data extrac-
tion was completed, both authors further examined the extrac-

tion sheets to ensure consistency. These sheets were then shared
with the remaining authors for review.

3.7. Data synthesis and mapping
The first author then carried out the data synthesis. The other

authors regularly reviewed the extracted data and synthesis re-
sults for improvements and to resolve issues.

As we aimed to classify the reported challenges and solu-
tions in the domain, we decided to use the thematic analysis
approach of qualitative research for our study. For this purpose,
we followed the thematic analysis process reported by Braun
and Clarke [46] to synthesize the extracted data. The extracted
data were imported into NVivo, a qualitative data analysis tool
[46]. We then performed open coding on the extracted data
using this tool. In open coding, the data is broken down into
smaller components and labeled using a code [47] (a code is a
word or phrase that acts as a label for a selection of meaningful
text [48]). We conducted this activity in an iterative manner,
where the codes assigned in the first attempt were modified in
the later rounds (e.g., coded content and the name of the code).
Finally, we analyzed the relationship between these codes and
formed the overall themes of the study. Figure 2 (a) presents
an example of how the themes were formed using the coded
content. For this process, we employed a multi-layered coding
structure in NVivo as depicted in Figure 2 (b).

Further, we considered the advice of Patton [49] in this task.
Here, we checked whether the codes within the themes were
meaningfully coherent and whether there were clear and iden-
tifiable distinctions between the themes. For example, we no-
ticed that the codes included in our initial theme Technology
were diverse and not coherently connected. Therefore, we
broke down this theme into Tools and Infrastructure. Also, in
deciding the naming of the main themes, we considered other
available and known DevOps mnemonics (or models). This
strategy is expected to enable a reader to compare our DevSec-
Ops findings with other studies in DevOps.

We also thematically mapped the challenges to the proposed
solutions. In doing the mapping, firstly, we considered how
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Figure 3: The overview of our research process

the proposed solution addressed specific challenges, as reported
by the paper. Next, we used our own interpretations to map
further and update the diagram. Finally, we determined the gap
areas by holistically evaluating the currently available solutions
against the challenges. The devised gap areas were mapped to
the challenges and included in the mapping diagram as well.

The summary of the method followed in our study is pre-
sented in Figure 3.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the results of our study. First, we
present an overview of the primary studies and then discuss the
answers to our research questions.

4.1. Overview of the primary studies
The reviewed primary studies were published from 2011 to

June 2020. Based on these papers, the academic interest for
security in the DevOps and CSE domains has emerged in the
2013-2014 period, and there is a gradual upwards growth (Fig-
ure 4a). It is also evident that conducting research in this do-
main is gaining interest in the industry, based on the steadily
increasing contributions to the literature from industry-based
authors. Figure 4b. depicts the number of papers based on the
venue type. Over 60% of the selected papers (33 out of 54)
were published in a large range of conferences (i.e., the work
was not limited to specific conferences).

4.2. Overview of the results

We categorized our results into the following four main
themes.
• People: This theme covers issues related to knowledge

and skills, the collaboration of multidisciplinary team
members of DevSecOps, and the organizational culture
(e.g., inter-team collaboration issues leading to DevSec-
Ops adoption challenges).
• Practices: This theme covers issues related to DevOps or

continuous practices (e.g., CI/CD) and integrating security
practices (e.g., difficulties in integrating manual security
practices into DevSecOps)
• Tools: This theme covers issues related to tools utilized in

DevSecOps, their usage scenarios, and the pipeline (e.g.,
vulnerabilities in containers).
• Infrastructure: This theme covers issues related to

adopting DevSecOps in various types of infrastructures
(e.g., complex cloud environments)

In total, we identified 21 challenges and 31 proposed solu-
tions that were classified into the most relevant theme. Figure
5 presents these results based on the themes and the number
of primary studies per challenge or solution. We also provide
separate tables for the devised challenges (Table 3) and solu-
tions (Table 4) with the relevant key points that were used to
determine the theme.
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4.3. RQ1: What are the specific DevSecOps adoption chal-
lenges?

This section presents the results for the first research question
of our study, categorized under the four themes.

4.3.1. Challenges related to Tools
This theme reports the challenges related to using tools in a

DevSecOps setting.

Ch1: Challenges related to tool selection. The usage of tools is
highly encouraged in the DevSecOps paradigm. In addition, the
DevOps related practices heavily rely on tools [50]. Therefore,
there are many tools developed for all stages in DevSecOps
[51]. However, a significant barrier in implementing security
into this paradigm is the differences in tool-sets between secu-
rity and other teams [P52]. Each team member has their own
preferences in tools based on specific advantages. This has led
to different teams and even the same team members choosing
various tool-sets [P04, P52].

The empirical studies where developers were interviewed re-
ported that a reason for difficulties in security automation in
DevSecOps results from the lack of tool standards [P04]. One
reason for this issue is that there is no standard way to perform
security automation with a large range of tools [P04, P52].

Further, changing security tools after the project has pro-
gressed could lead to adverse effects or conflicts [P28]. For
example, Soenen et al. [P28] described how adding a secu-
rity scanning tool exponentially increased the duration of the
integration cycle of their work. Also, the usage of unsuitable
deployment tools could have a negative effect on the security
of software [P42]. This could only lead to rapidly deploying
insecure software.

Based on these studies [P04, P28, P42, P52], we observe that
the lack of standards for tool selection is a challenge related to
the security automation goal of this domain. The tool-centric
nature of DevSecOps and the availability of a substantial num-
ber of tools exacerbate this problem.
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Table 3: Challenges related to adopting DevSecOps

Theme Challenges Key points [Papers which contributed to the point] #

Tools Ch1: Challenges related to tool selection • No consensus on tool selection across and within teams [P04, P52]
• Selecting wrong tools leading to conflicts with DevSecOps goals [P28, P42]

25

Ch2: Security issues resulting from tool
complexity and integration challenges

• Complexities of the DevOps and security tools [P33]
• Limitations in documentation resulting in security issues [P33]
• Lack of integrated testing tools [P45, P52]

Ch3: Configuration management issues
of tools

• Using default configurations of security tools [P46]
• Neglecting best practice for configuring software [P47]

Ch4: Limitations of static analysis tools
affecting rapid deployment cycles

• High number of false positives [P04, P25, P26]
• Lengthy code scanning time and resource consumption [P28]

Ch5: Limitations of dynamic analysis
tools restricting its usage in DevSecOps

• Need to be manually run by developers to find security flaws [P17]
• Typically lengthy time needed to run the tool [P22]
• Software/Code needs to be built, installed and configured [P25].
• Limited scope of testing scenarios [P32]

Ch6: Security limitations or
vulnerabilities affecting the container
ecosystem

• Vulnerabilities in containers or container images [P01, P22, P23, P30, P31, P40, P44]
• Security issues due to embedding third party elements & external intermediaries [P23, P44]
• Insecure configurations and access control settings [P44]
• Casting containers as virtual machines [P23]

Ch7: Vulnerabilities affecting CI systems • Tenants executing their own code on the CI environment [P34]

Ch8: Limitations of Infrastructure or
Configuration as Code tools and scripts

• Security smells of Infrastructure as Code scripts [P43]
• Security issues of Configuration as Code tools [P51]

Ch9: Security limitations or
vulnerabilities affecting the CD pipeline

• The pipeline opens up additional attack surfaces [P33, P36]
• Potential security damages related to compromised or misconfigured CDPs [P09]
• Different team members having same level of access to the pipeline [P09]
• Security vulnerabilities of the CD pipeline [P36, P50]

Pract. Ch10: Inability to fully automate
traditionally manual security practices to
integrate into DevSecOps

• Compliance (testing) practices [P08, P39, P41, P47]
• Security and privacy by-design practices [P02, P48]
• Architectural risk analysis [P05]
• Risk management practices [P02]
• Threat modelling [P05, P21]

20

Ch11: Inability to carry out rapid security
requirements assessment

• Security requirements assessment not being done before shipping to production [P06]
• Lack of methods to continuously and rapidly assess security requirements [P35]

Ch12: Challenges related to security
measurement practices in rapid
deployment environments

• Lack of suitable security metrics [P03, P04, P20, P32]
• Usage of traditional data or feedback gathering methods [P15, P52]

Ch13: Challenges related to continuous
security assessment

• Continuous vulnerability assessment not done in practice [P12, P17, P21]
• No consensus on how security measures should be added to the pipeline [P16]

Ch14: Incompatibility between security
and DevOps practices due to velocity of
change, complexities and dependencies

• Reluctance to adopt DevSecOps due to the perceived incompatibility of security and DevOps
practices [P06]

• Rapid releases not conducive to thorough testing schemes [P04, P20]
• Developers face trade-offs between speed and security in continuous practices [P49]
• Security assurance challenging due to the velocity of change [P52]

Infra. Ch15: Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in
complex cloud environments

• Multi-cloud environments [P37, P39, P54]
• Systems-of-Systems environments [P03]
• Data security in the cloud environment [P18, P24]

13

Ch16: Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in
resource constrained environments

• Embedded systems [P11]
• Internet of Things (IoT) systems [P10, P19, P38]

Ch17: Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in
highly regulated environments

• Air-gapped environments [P07, P27]
• Medical infrastructure [P13]

People Ch18: Inter-team collaboration issues • Conflicts between developer and security teams [P04, P45]
• The need for tools that facilitate collaborative efforts [P53]
• Silos between teams [P04, P41, P52]

09

Ch19: Knowledge gap in security • Lack of security education and training [P04]
• Developers lacking security skills [P33]

Ch20: Challenges in organizational
culture

• Fear of change or being replaced due to the required cultural/behavioural changes [P03]
• Reluctance to prioritize security among team members [P04]

Ch21: Insider threats • Misbehaviors due to extensive access [P29, P42]
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Ch2: Security issues resulting from tool complexity and integra-
tion challenges. Current DevOps and security tools suffer from
complexity, particularly related to developers without security
training or skills [P33]. The lack of clear documentation for
such tools has increased this problem. Studies state that current
documentation does not give sufficient information about the
security settings of tools [P33]. For example, tool documen-
tation often does not provide details about the least privilege
security settings. This results in difficulties in setting up tools
with the recommended security settings or policies.

Tool integration (e.g., to form a pipeline) is an essential task
in DevSecOps. However, developers are finding it difficult to
integrate testing tools into the DevOps pipeline [P45]. This is
due to the reason that integrating tools can be a difficult, man-
ual, and time-consuming task [P52].

Based on the above details, a developer is required to have
in-depth expertise (guru-level knowledge as stated in [P33]) on
setting up these tools with the correct security settings or poli-
cies and securely integrating them.

Ch3: Configuration management issues of tools. Configura-
tion management is another problem related to tool usage in
DevSecOps. Developers cause vulnerabilities by neglecting the
best practice for configuring software and underlying infras-
tructure [P47]. For example, using default configurations of
security tools could lead to wasting resources and producing
unsuitable (either excessive or insufficient) security levels for
applications [P46].

Ch4: Limitations of static analysis tools affecting rapid deploy-
ment cycles. Static Application Security Testing (SAST) (i.e.,
Static analysis) tools inspect the source, byte, or binary code
without running the software [P25]. These tools play an essen-
tial role in the early detection of potential faults, vulnerabilities,
and code smells [P26].

However, one major problem related to SAST is the con-
siderable time needed to manually assess the substantial num-
ber of false positives these tools generate [P04, P25, P26]. In
a DevSecOps setting with multiple releases in a short period,
carrying out this task can cause delays. Further, teams would
also need developers who are knowledgeable in recognizing the
false positives [P04].

The lengthy code scanning time and high resource consump-
tion of SAST tools are also drawbacks for DevSecOps [P28].
In this paradigm, developers are encouraged to commit small
amounts of work frequently. However, scanning each incre-
mental work item might not be practical due to the significantly
long code scanning times of these tools (especially when the
whole codebase is required to be scanned) [P28].

Therefore, based on the above issues, developers find it hard
to use static analysis tools in the fast-paced DevSecOps envi-
ronment [P04].

Ch5: Limitations of dynamic analysis tools restricting its usage
in DevSecOps. Dynamic analysis or DAST tools have many
benefits in identifying a wide range of vulnerabilities (e.g.,
memory safety and input sensitization errors) [P17]. However,

software or code must be run to conduct dynamic analysis. This
requires software to be built, installed, and configured [P25].
In a DevSecOps setting, where the code is released frequently,
conducting these steps at each release is difficult. Another prob-
lem with these tools is the fair amount of manual effort needed
to set up and run these tools [P17]. Similar to SAST tools, dy-
namic analysis tools typically take a longer time period to run
[P22]. These tools can also be limited in relation to the scope of
testing scenarios, which depends on the type of tool being used
[P32].

All of the above are issues that could hinder the speed and
frequency of releases in DevOps. Therefore, despite the abil-
ities of dynamic analysis tools in identifying security defects
and vulnerabilities, the drawbacks limit its use in DevSecOps.

Ch6: Security limitations or vulnerabilities affecting the con-
tainer ecosystem. Containers are widely used in DevOps.
However, vulnerabilities affecting containers and their usage
scenarios are widely reported challenges in this domain [P01,
P22, P23, P30, P31, P40, P44]. The DevOps community pro-
vides a large range of reusable artifacts such as container im-
ages [52]. However, these images may be corrupted by attack-
ers and contain vulnerabilities. Although there have been ef-
forts to encourage security assessment of these images from the
users, they are often overlooked [P22].

Containers embedding various service providers’ third-party
elements have also increased the number of vulnerabilities
[P44]. The increase of external entities which provide code
that ends up in the production environment expands the attack
surface [P23]. Therefore, developers are faced with the chal-
lenge of limiting the reuse of already existing components (e.g.,
libraries), despite the requirement of fast deployments in De-
vSecOps.

The practitioners’ inappropriate usage of containers has re-
sulted in various other security implications as well [P44]. For
example, insecure configurations and access control settings ap-
plied by developers can lead to security breaches that can affect
all source files stored in the container [P44]. Another example
is casting containers as virtual machines by developers, which
results in many vulnerabilities [P23]. In this situation, the con-
tainer is used for requirements for which it was not designed
(e.g., embedding more software than supported by the container
design), thus increasing the attack surface [P23]).

Based on the above details, despite the advantages of the con-
tainer ecosystem for DevSecOps, it has also given rise to many
security challenges.

Ch7: Vulnerabilities affecting CI systems. Continuous integra-
tion plays a vital role in the DevOps pipeline. To technically
enable the CI practice, CI tools have been developed. However,
studies report that CI tools are more vulnerable (compared with
other tools) for security attacks as tenants execute their own
code in the CI environment [P34]. Therefore, there is a higher
number of attack vectors related to these systems [P34]. This is
a significant security challenge affecting DevSecOps due to the
substantial usage of CI systems in this paradigm.
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Ch8: Limitations of Infrastructure or Configuration as Code
tools and scripts. Infrastructure as Code (IaC) tools are highly
utilized in DevSecOps, due to their use in configuring infras-
tructure rapidly. However, critical security challenges related
to the scripts used in the tools have been reported. For exam-
ple, studies have discovered that practitioners mistakenly intro-
duce many security smells into IaC scripts [P43]. Here, security
smells are indicative of security weaknesses and can lead to se-
curity breaches [P43].

Configuration as Code (CaC) tools are another type of tool
used heavily in CD, which enables the management of comput-
ing and network configurations through source code [53]. How-
ever, security-related issues in CaC tools are not given priority
in the community [P51]. This was evident by a study that mined
Stack Overflow posts to identify developer challenges in using
CaC tools [P51]. As one of the findings, the authors noted that
despite security-related questions of such tools being common,
they often do not get satisfactory answers from practitioners.

These results point towards developers’ lack of interest in
focusing on security issues of IaC and CaC tools which is prob-
lematic as any related faults could lead to substantial damages.

Ch9: Security limitations or vulnerabilities affecting the CD
pipeline. A critical security problem related to CD of software
is the security limitations or vulnerabilities of the CD pipeline
(CDP) itself. A typical CDP is not designed in a manner that
gives security requirements much prominence [P09]. Further,
a number of separate tool suites and users are involved in dif-
ferent CDP stages. Most of the technical components of the
CDP run in an environment with several online interfaces, and
these components are vulnerable to various kinds of malicious
attacks [P36]. Therefore, the CDP opens up additional attack
surfaces which can be exploited [P33]. Studies note that a com-
promised or misconfigured CDP may result in malicious code
or unwanted debugging/experimental code ending up in the pro-
duction environment [P09]. This is critical as malicious soft-
ware with customer access can lead to adverse consequences.

DevSecOps advocates for a high level of team-collaboration.
However, different team members (Dev/Sec/Ops) having the
same level of access to the pipeline can lead to security-related
challenges [P09]. Paule et al. [P50] assessed two CDPs from
industry projects using a threat modeling approach. They state
that even though most team members have access to CDP con-
figurations, these members pose a risk to the infrastructure and
the application due to the lack of security knowledge and aware-
ness. Therefore, any potential damages could be intentional or
unintentional. This study also reported on other vulnerabilities
such as unencrypted connections and insecure (e.g., foreign or
customer) environments affecting the CDP [P50].

4.3.2. Summary of the challenges related to Tools

• Developers are finding it difficult to select or use the in-
creasing number of security tools due to the lack of stan-
dards, documentation, and training. The complexity, in-
tegration, and configuration challenges of such tools ag-
gravate this problem [Ch1, Ch2, Ch3].

• The inability of established security tools to support the
rapid deployment of software is a significant challenge.
Therefore, there is a tendency among practitioners to
not utilize these tools despite their benefits [Ch4, Ch5].
• A large number of security vulnerabilities are affecting

popular tools used in the DevSecOps pipeline (e.g., con-
tainers, CI systems) and the pipeline itself [Ch6-Ch9].

4.3.3. Challenges related to Practices
This theme reports the challenges related to conducting cer-

tain practices (e.g., security practices) in a DevSecOps setting.

Ch10: Inability to fully automate traditionally manual security
practices to integrate into DevSecOps. In DevOps, automation
plays a significant role due to the requirement of rapid and con-
tinuous releases. To achieve this goal, DevOps contains a set of
continuous practices (e.g., CI/CDE/CD), which are automated
to a large extent. However, automation of security practices
has become problematic as many of them are traditionally per-
formed manually. Our study captured several such practices.
Many studies have stated that conducting compliance practices
has become challenging with the pace of DevOps [P08, P39,
P41, P47]. In this scenario, compliance of standards, frame-
works, and best practice processes and the velocity of DevOps
practices act as opposing factors [P08].

Other security practices which are challenging to integrate
into DevOps include: security or privacy by design [P02, P48],
architectural risk analysis [P05], threat modeling [P05, P21],
and risk management [P02]. The key reason for this difficulty
is the need for substantial human input to execute these pro-
cesses. As a result, they can be time-consuming and would
have a negative impact on rapid releases.

Ch11: Inability to carry out rapid security requirements assess-
ment. The process of conducting rapid assessment of security
requirements is seen as difficult in a DevSecOps setting. Due
to the fast pace of CDs, it is challenging to thoroughly verify
the security requirements before shipping software to a produc-
tion environment. Therefore, such an assessment of security re-
quirements is not carried out in a practical setting [P06]. Lack
of tools and methods to carry out this process could be a key
reason for this situation [P35].

Ch12: Challenges related to security measurement practices in
rapid deployment environments. The task of measuring secu-
rity in software is hugely challenging [54]. Measuring security
in the DevOps paradigm is even more difficult due to the contin-
uous and rapid software releases [P20]. Lack of suitable secu-
rity metrics [P03, P04, P20, P32] was a frequently cited reason
for these difficulties.

Another challenge related to security measurement in rapid
deployment environments was the usage of traditional (and
slow) data gathering methods. Fast feedback loops are required
for CD systems [P15]. Therefore, the usage of traditional meth-
ods hinders this task.
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Quick feedback loops between the teams in DevSecOps and
other relevant project stakeholders are also highlighted as an
important requirement [P52]. This is important in terms of
maintaining traceability to enable fault localization and resolv-
ing issues. However, these processes are difficult to imple-
ment in practice due to problems ranging from using traditional
methods [P15] to cultural issues.

Ch13: Challenges related to continuous security assessment.
Continuous security [P14] assessment is a recommended prac-
tice in DevSecOps. However, processes related to this practice
are not widely adopted. Continuous vulnerability assessment
is one such process [P12, P17, P21]. This is due to practition-
ers not carrying out periodic checks for vulnerabilities [P12],
team members lacking knowledge of continuous vulnerability
assessment [P21], and other scaling issues related to continuous
security testing [P17].

For continuous security assessment to be a success, there
must be clear instructions on which sections of the pipeline se-
curity measures will be included. However, there is a lack of
consensus (i.e., a standardized methodology) on how security
measures must be included in a DevOps pipeline [P16].

Ch14: Incompatibility between security and DevOps prac-
tices due to velocity of change, complexities, and dependencies.
While one of the key aims of DevOps is the speed of release,
many security testing practices require human input. For exam-
ple, penetration testing requires substantial human input (even
though there are tools for penetration testing, human input is re-
quired to configure, run and then assess outputs) [P04]. There-
fore, these are time-consuming practices. As a result, rapid re-
leases are not conducive for thorough testing programs [P20].
In addition, the increasing complexities, vulnerabilities, and de-
pendencies to third-party components such as open-sourced li-
braries have made security assurance even more challenging
[P52]. Due to these reasons, developers face trade-offs between
the speed of release and security [P49], and organizations see
maintaining the velocity of DevOps and thorough security as-
surance as incompatible practices [P06].

4.3.4. Summary of the challenges related to Practices

• The inability to automate traditionally manual security
practices to fit into the DevSecOps paradigm is a critical
challenge yet to be adequately addressed [Ch10, Ch11].
• DevOps practices focus on speed and agility. The key

focus of security practices is security assurance through
comprehensive testing, which is time-consuming. Ul-
timately, developers face trade-offs between speed and
security in a DevOps setting [Ch10-Ch14]
• Due to these reasons, some organizations are reluctant

to transform into DevOps due to this perceived incom-
patibility between security and DevOps [Ch14].

4.3.5. Challenges related to Infrastructure
In this section, we present the challenges related to adopting

DevSecOps in certain types of infrastructures.

Ch15: Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in complex cloud environ-
ments. DevSecOps principles and practices are difficult to be
adopted in various types of complex cloud environments. For
example, producing secure software rapidly is challenging in
a cloud environment when the target system is in the form of
system-of-systems (SoS) [P03]. SoS are complex systems that
are comprised of other constituent systems [P03].

Another type of challenging infrastructure is multi-cloud en-
vironments (applications that combine multiple heterogeneous
cloud offerings) [P37, P39]. Security assurance has become
challenging in architectures such as microservices [P54] and
automated distributed deployments [P37] which are heavily uti-
lized in multi-cloud environments. Studies also report that data
security is another critical issue in this domain. Producing soft-
ware rapidly while ensuring data security in such distributed
and heterogeneous complex cloud environments is a complex
task [P18, P24].

Ch16: Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in resource-constrained
environments. We captured two types of resource-constrained
environments where adopting DevSecOps was reported to be
challenging: Internet of Things (IoT) systems and embedded
systems. Here, the challenges related to IoT include high het-
erogeneity of the infrastructure (which increases the attack sur-
face) and the complexity in maintaining and evolving such sys-
tems [P10]. Also, due to the distributed and heterogeneous
nature of IoT-based systems, setting up secure deployment
pipelines and monitoring security-related events are challeng-
ing [P38]. It has also been reported that there is a lack of key
enabling tools that could result in the low adoption of secure
DevOps practices in IoT [P19].

Regarding embedded systems, Mårtensson et al. [P11]
present a set of factors that must be considered when apply-
ing CI into software-intensive embedded systems. Firstly, they
state that compliance with standards, which is critical in embed-
ded systems, changes the focus away from delivering working
software rapidly. Secondly, another factor is the restriction for
information access resulting from security concerns in the do-
main. Therefore, such factors would hinder the implementation
of DevSecOps practices in these types of infrastructures.

Ch17: Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in highly regulated envi-
ronments. Highly regulated environments were the next type
of complex infrastructure that was captured from this theme.
The studies showed how secure continuous practices were chal-
lenging in patch delivery for medical devices [P13] and air-
gapped production environments [P07]. Characteristics of reg-
ulated environments (as reported in P07 and P27) such as zero-
trust security architectures, segregated environments, tempo-
rary access policies, and restricted communication with stake-
holders make it challenging to implement secure DevOps prac-
tices. Further, if the regulated environment or infrastructure has
an air-gap (i.e., no direct production access, or many security
gates) to production environments, adoption of certain continu-
ous practices can be challenging.
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4.3.6. Summary of the infrastructure-related challenges

• Most of the problems in this theme arose due to the
nature of certain challenging infrastructures (e.g., dis-
tributed, heterogeneous or segregated environments) or
restrictive policies (e.g., access control) conflicting with
DevSecOps principles or practices [Ch15, Ch16, Ch17].

4.3.7. Challenges related to People
This section presents the reported challenges related to peo-

ple.

Ch18: Inter-team collaboration issues. Strong communication
and collaboration across teams are key success factors in De-
vSecOps. However, the most number of papers categorized un-
der the theme People were challenges related to inter-team col-
laboration. One of the main collaboration issues reported was
the conflicts between development and security teams [P04,
P45]. Studies reported developer sentiments such as how they
feel like security team members judge and criticize the work
done by them [P04]. Further, developers were unhappy about
losing the autonomy of their own development work [P04].

The silo-based work culture in the software community [P04]
is a barrier to secure DevOps [P52]. These silos hinder frequent
and effective communication and collaboration between stake-
holders. With regard to secure DevOps, security team members
are important stakeholders who need to be part of a project.
The other teams are required to communicate frequently and
collaborate with security team members, and have an attitude
of shared responsibility [P04]. However, studies captured by
our SLR showed that this was not the case in practice [P41].
There is also a need for tool-supported automation to facilitate
collaborative efforts with the security team [P53]. For exam-
ple, in the early stages of the development process, tool support
would be helpful to manage and provision design models and
understand the design rationales of the security team or other
teams members in a collaborative manner [P53].

Ch19: Knowledge gap in security. DevSecOps advocates de-
velopers to engage in security tasks. However, the lack of secu-
rity skills and knowledge of developers hinders this goal. De-
velopers lacking security education and training contribute to
this problem. Studies state that one reason for this situation
is software engineering and software security education being
separate [P04].

Wilde et al. [P33] offer a different point of view. They argue
that it is difficult to have a sufficient number of personnel with
the required security skills. Therefore, the security aspects of
DevOps should be simplified so that those tasks can be man-
aged by developers who lack specialized security skills [P33].

Ch20: Challenges in organizational culture. For successful
DevSecOps adoption, many cultural and behavioral changes are
required. However, this has resulted in competition and fear
among people [P03]. For example, fear of being replaced or no
longer being recognized and resentful sentiments of not being
the owner of the foreground are some issues reported [P03].

Reluctance to prioritize security is another reported chal-
lenge related to organizational culture [P04]. In this case, au-
thors have described instances where developers or other team
members not fully taking responsibility for security practices
(e.g., P04 quotes a developer: “nobody wants to take respon-
sibility for security because it adds nothing”). They also share
that in certain companies, the management does not prioritize
security [P04].

Ch21: Insider threats. The role of developers has changed in
DevOps, where now they have access to production services.
Therefore, a larger number of insiders have access to the pro-
duction environment [P29]. Consequently, if any one of these
insiders turns rogue, they can cause harm via access to the pro-
duction setting or governance tools used to control that environ-
ment [P29]. Therefore, unrestricted collaboration might lead to
inappropriate access to the system resources [P42]. Based on
the above, we can see that the risk of insider threats has in-
creased with the change of roles in DevSecOps.

4.3.8. Summary of the people related challenges

• Challenges reported in this theme mainly resulted from
the inability of Dev/Sec/Ops team members or the man-
agement to engage in the required culture change of this
paradigm [Ch18, Ch20].
• Developers lacking security skills is a critical issue in

this domain, as developers are required to carry out cer-
tain security practices in DevSecOps [Ch19].

4.4. RQ2: What are the solutions proposed to address the De-
vSecOps adoption challenges?

This section presents the results for the second research ques-
tion, the proposed solutions in DevSecOps.

4.4.1. Solutions proposed related to tools
This section reports the solutions proposed for the tool-

related challenges.

S1: Practitioners converge towards tool standards. Studies re-
ported that developers were finding the tool selection challeng-
ing due to the high number of tools available for each stage in
DevSecOps [P04]. To address this problem, developers were
advocating that the community should converge towards tool
standards (e.g., selection and usage) [P04]. In doing so, there
would be more commonly accepted selection and usage guide-
lines, which would reduce a large number of tool-related chal-
lenges.

S2: Documentation with security support. The complexity of
the available DevSecOps tools was a reported problem [P33].
The lack of thorough documentation seemed to exacerbate this
issue. Therefore, better documentation related to the usage of
tools is advocated [P43]. This would be a solution for the con-
figuration management challenges as well as security settings
related to tools. The optimal and recommended configurations
and security settings for tools can be delivered through clear
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Table 4: Solutions proposed to address DevSecOps challenges

Main
theme

Solutions Key points [Papers which contributed to the point] #

Tools S1: Practitioners converge towards tool
standards

• The community converging towards standards in tool selection and usage [P04] 19

S2: Documentation with security
support

• Clear documentation detailing security settings [P43]
• Documentation delivered through centralized repositories [P06]

S3: Adopting best practice for tool
usage

• Tools configured based on the context, without using default settings [P46]
• Being specific on the nature of the testing (e.g., excluding non production code) [P26]
• Setting up optimized tool pipelines [P28]

S4: Move to cloud-based solutions • Using static code analysis as a service [P25]
• Cloud tools to facilitate collaboration across cross-disciplinary teams [P53]

S5: Interactive application security
testing (IAST) tools

• Using IAST tools which combine the SAST and DAST tool features [P32]

S6: Tools for continuous vulnerability
assessment

• Enabling continuous vulnerability assessment [P17, P40]
• Combining multiple static and dynamic analysis tools [P22, P31]

S7: Using orchestration platforms • Orchestrators to limit the misuse of containers [P23]
• To enable better isolation [P44]
• To reduce the container attack surface [P30]

S8: Using a virtualization tool to
encapsulate part of the system

• Encapsulate the build job to secure the build server [P34]

S9: Static analysis for IaC Scripts • To automatically identify security smells in IaC scripts [P43]

S10: Reusable design fragments and
security tactics

• Design fragments to secure the tool pipeline [P09]
• Security tactics to increase the security of a CD pipeline [P36]

Pract. S11: Adapting standards, policies,
models, service level agreements (SLA)
into testable criteria

• SLAs to model and assess security requirements or made machine readable [P02, P37, P39]
• Adapting information security standards into testable criteria [P08]
• Continuous automated compliance testing mechanisms [P47]

16

S12: Automated vulnerability detection
through requirement analysis

• Toolchains that automatically translate requirements documents [P35].

S13: Devising security metrics or metric
based approaches

• Security metrics based on developer attributes and activities [P04]
• Measure second-order effects in the development process [P20]
• A taxonomy of metrics for IoT [P38]

S14: Effective process documentation
and logging strategies

• Security logging of user processes using specific tools [P06]
• Automated process documentation [P06]

S15: Big data and behavioral analytics
techniques

• Obtain fast feedback from the end user of systems [P15]
• Predictive analytics to be aware of trends in user behaviours [P15]

S16: Shifting security to the left • Giving a higher priority to security and identifying security issues at a very early stage [P08]
• Overcome costly fixes at a later stage [P04]
• Having the correct tool sets in place early [P16]

S17: Implementing continuous security
assessment practices

• Security treated as a key concern across all stages [P14]
• A smart and lightweight approach to identify security vulnerabilities [P14]
• Consensus required on how security practices would be included in the cycle [P16]
• Required tools need to be in place [P12]
• Continuous monitoring as an example for a specific continuous security practice [P07, P38]

S18: Security patch management using
DevOps practices

• Addresses security vulnerabilities in a rapid manner [P20]

S19: Using threat analysis practices • Using STRIDE threat modeling approach to identify vulnerabilities in a CDP [P50]

Infra. S20: Strict access management and
policies

• Need-based-access [P07].
• Changes to production made automated [P07]

11

S21: Adopting Infrastructure as code • Infrastructure to be the versioned, tested, built and deployed using IaC in Air-gapped envi-
ronments [P07].

• IaC support for setting up pre-configured systems and networks [P27]

S22: Creating simulation or replication
environments for testing

• To enable internal testing in highly regulated environments [P27].
• To enable testing application scenarios against programmed circumstances [P19]

S23: Model driven engineering to
support DevSecOps

• To address the heterogeneity of IoT infrastructures [P10].

Continues to the next page
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Table 4: Continued from the previous page

Main
theme

Solutions Key points [Papers which contributed to the point] #

S24: Systematic evaluation of
product-specific vulnerabilities

• Design aware risk assessment in highly regulated industries [P13].

S25: Hybrid life cycles with
data-security focus

• Combining data security and software development life cycles [P18].

S26: Framework support for DevSecOps • Author defined frameworks [P03, P19, P24, P37, P39, P54]

People S27: Facilitating inter-team
communication and collaboration with
the appropriate controls or standards

• Inter-team collaboration as a best practice [P06, P42]
• Forming multidisciplinary teams [P08]
• Short feedback cycles with other teams [P42]
• Increase developer engagement in security tasks [P41]
• Clear separation of duties [P06]
• The need for standardized communication strategies [P13, P27]

10

S28: Having security champions in
teams

• Security champions to bridge the gap between security and development [P04]
• To reduce developer resistance [P20].

S29: Carrying out organizational HRM
programs in parallel

• HRM programs to address challenges in culture change [P03]

S30: Implementing security knowledge
sharing methods and training

• To enable developers use security tools and assess the outputs [P04]
• Blameless security retrospectives [P04]
• To identify when to seek advice from the security team [P20]
• Examples of specific security training activities [P42]

S31: Integrity protection frameworks • Framework for holistic integrity protection in microservice-based systems [P29]

documentation [P43]. Further, the documentation can be made
easily accessible for all team members by using a centralized
repository [P06].

S3: Adopting best practice for tool usage. Best practice related
to tools needs to be followed to ensure quality attributes such
as security. For example, keeping the default configuration set-
tings could lead to issues such as unsuitable security (excessive
or insufficient) levels for software [P46]. A best practice in this
scenario is to configure the tool based on the context (e.g., tech-
nology stack) in which it is being used.

Studies have also offered a range of best practice regarding
using scanning tools in the pipeline, for example, being clear on
what specific checks to perform on a project (e.g., web specific
checks would not make sense for a non-web based project), ex-
cluding certain non-production code from scanning, properly
configuring tools based on the internal guidelines, and avoiding
duplicate checks can be noted [P26].

Another example related to using SAST tools is setting up
optimized tool pipelines [P28]. Here, studies discussed running
static analysis tools in parallel as a solution to the lengthy code
scanning time (e.g., particularly for deep scans) [P28].

S4: Move to cloud-based solutions. Moving to cloud services
is a popular trend in the current context. By using such ser-
vices, customers are able to avoid certain drawbacks of stan-
dalone tools. This is true concerning tools that are used in De-
vSecOps as well [P25]. For example, static analysis as a service
solutions were reported [P25]. By using such solutions, users
are able to minimize certain DevSecOps adoption challenges
related to SAST tools, such as high amounts of false positives
and configuration or setup difficulties of these tools.

A cloud-based service (i.e., CAIRIS) was also recommended
to facilitate inter-team collaboration between security and us-
ability teams [P53]. By using this service, security and usability
engineers are better able to manage machine-readable design
models (i.e., design as code), leading to higher collaboration
among their teams [P53].

S5: Interactive application security testing (IAST) tools. IAST
is a testing tool that integrates well with the DevOps paradigm.
This is a new class of security testing tools that combines the
features of static and dynamic analysis tools [P32]. These tools
are typically run during the functional unit testing stage. Both
commercial and open-sourced IAST tools that are suited to
modern software development methods are available [P32].

S6: Tools for continuous vulnerability assessment. Tools en-
abling continuous security assessment practices are a key solu-
tion proposed in DevSecOps. For example, a tool that checks
for vulnerabilities each time there is a code commit was re-
ported [P17]. Such continuous assessments can alert devel-
opers of security issues immediately after they are introduced
[P17, P40]. Another proposal was to use multiple static and
dynamic analysis tools for the vulnerability assessment of con-
tainers [P22, P31]. By doing so, drawbacks of individual tools,
such as false positives, can be mitigated.

S7: Using orchestration platforms. Studies have widely pro-
posed using orchestration platforms as a solution for the chal-
lenges related to containers [P23, P30, P44]. Orchestrators offer
many advantages to limit the misuse of containers [P23]. For
example, orchestrators enable a high level of abstraction (e.g.,
task/replication controllers) and remote persistent storage, thus
allowing for better isolation [P44]. Other security features of
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such an orchestration platform should include: enabling con-
tainer image sanity, reducing the container attack surface, tight-
ening user access control, and hardening of the host [P30].

S8: Using a virtualization tool to encapsulate part of the sys-
tem. This is a solution proposed to address attacks to the CI or
build servers. Here, the virtualization tool should encapsulate
the build job resulting in a secure build server. In this proposal,
the aim is to set the build server to an un-compromised state
after each build job [P34].

S9: Static analysis for IaC scripts. This is a solution proposed
to address security weaknesses (e.g., security smells) of IaC
scripts. Such scripts are the input to IaC tools, which are heav-
ily utilized in DevSecOps. In this case, Rahman et al. [P43]
developed a static analysis tool called Security Linter for In-
frastructure as Code scripts (SLIC) to automatically identify
security smells in IaC scripts.

S10: Reusable design fragments and security tactics. A pro-
posed solution to address the security issues of a CDP is the
usage of reusable verified design fragments. These design frag-
ments are introduced to package security patterns and platform
features [P09]. Rimba et al. [P09] showed how four primitive
tactics could compose design fragments into a secure pipeline.
Ullah et al. [P36] also demonstrated how security tactics could
be used to increase the security of a CDP. They focused on the
access control for the repository, main server, and CI server.

4.4.2. Summary of the tools related solutions

• A key recommendation in this theme is to use tools
that target or support the DevSecOps paradigm (e.g.,
hybrid tools [S5], continuous vulnerability assessment
tools [S6]).
• Studies also recommend moving to cloud solutions if

it reduces the drawbacks of in-house tool usage, which
affect DevSecOps goals (e.g., SAST) [S4].
• A range of methods and guidelines were reported to ad-

dress the vulnerabilities and security limitations of tools
and the CDP in DevSecOps [S6-S10].

4.4.3. Solutions proposed related to Practices
This section reports the solutions related to practices.

S11: Adapting standards, policies, models, service level agree-
ments into testable criteria. A frequently reported challenge
was the inability to automate certain manual security practices
to fit into a DevSecOps pipeline [Ch10]. To overcome this
problem, authors attempted to fully or partially automate prac-
tices such as compliance testing, risk management, security,
and privacy by design [P02, P39, P47]. One of the key propos-
als reported in these studies was adapting standards, policies,
models, and service level agreements (SLA) into testable crite-
ria. For example, SLAs have been used to devise a security-
by-design methodology that can be integrated with modern
paradigms such as DevOps [P02]. In this case [P02], the SLAs

were used to model and assess security requirements. SLAs
were also reported to be used for security and privacy assur-
ance in multi-cloud systems [P37, P39]. Here, the focus was
to make SLAs machine-readable and based on security and pri-
vacy standards [P39].

To perform compliance testing practices at DevOps speeds,
developers can use industry tools to adapt information secu-
rity standards into testable criteria [P08]. Studies have also
reported work on continuous automated compliance testing
mechanisms, which would suit the DevSecOps paradigm [P47].

S12: Automated vulnerability detection through requirement
analysis. Studies have proposed methods to automate secu-
rity requirement analysis to suit CSE paradigms. For example,
toolchains have been developed to automatically translate re-
quirements documents into ontological models, analyze those
models, and report the results [P35]. Once corrective guidance
can be obtained from toolchains, developers are able to address
security issues very early in the process.

S13: Devising security metrics or metric-based approaches. In
several empirical studies, developers discussed metrics for soft-
ware security assessment used in their organizations. One pro-
posal regarding metrics was to measure second-order effects in
the development process [P20]. The following are some of the
metrics discussed based on [P04] and [P20].
• The number of developers modifying the file or with secu-

rity training
• The number of commits per time period
• The number of mistakes uncovered from known secu-

rity classifications (e.g., Open Web Application Security
Project (OWASP) top 10)
• The time spent to correct mistakes, category-wise (if a

known classification was used)
• Internal/external penetration testing results for systems.
A taxonomy of metrics was developed by Diaz et al. [P38]

relating to monitoring IoT environments.

S14: Effective process documentation and logging strategies.
Due to the rapid pace of software releases in the DevOps
paradigm, practitioners do not prioritize documentation and
logging processes. However, these are some of the best prac-
tice processes in software development and must be followed
irrespective of release speed [P06]. For example, if the auto-
mated deployment and testing outcomes are documented, these
will serve as evidence for audits [P06]. Therefore, studies have
discussed using suitable tools and maintaining the required data
(e.g., security logging of user access, metadata, and document
repositories) to conduct documentation processes in a rapid
manner to suit the DevOps paradigm [P06].

S15: Big data and behavioral analytics techniques. As a so-
lution to the reported limitations of the traditional data gather-
ing methods in continuous practices, new approaches have been
presented. For example, behavioral analytics techniques can be
combined with big data solutions to obtain the advantages of
these new technologies in DevSecOps [P15]. The main objec-
tive is to obtain fast feedback from the end-user of systems that
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are rapidly updated using DevSecOps practices. The following
specific advantages can also be achieved [P15].
• Using user profiling to be aware of actual user behavior

where customized responses can be provided from the ap-
plication
• Predictive analytics to be aware of trends in user behaviors

and intentions
• Setting up benchmarks to capture various measurements

S16: Shifting security to the left. Shifting security activities
and practices to the left of the development cycle is a key rec-
ommendation in DevSecOps [P04]. This shift would assign a
higher priority to security practices at a very early stage of the
development process [P08]. As a result, developers are able
to identify security issues such as vulnerabilities early. This
would overcome costly security fixes at the later stages of the
cycle [P04].

This solution contains a combination of recommendations re-
ported in other themes (i.e., People and Tools). Firstly, to con-
duct security activities at the initial stages of the cycle, security
team members need to be involved at those stages [P08]. Sec-
ondly, the correct tool-sets need to be in place early [P16].

S17: Implementing continuous security assessment practices.
Continuous security assessment is another critical recommen-
dation in DevSecOps. In this practice, security is treated as a
key concern across all stages of the development process and
even in the post-deployment period [P14]. It is a smart and
lightweight approach to identifying security vulnerabilities in
a rapid deployment environment [P14]. Similar to shifting se-
curity to the left, continuous security practices require security
team members to be involved in the early stages of the cycle
and continue to do so in a continuous manner. For this to occur,
there needs to be a consensus on how security practices would
be included in the process [P16]. Next, the required tools need
to be in place [P12].

As an example of continuous security assessment practices,
Continuous Monitoring (CM) can be noted [P07, P38]. CM
is a recommended practice in highly regulated environments
[P07]. In such conditions, all environmental settings, events,
logs, alerts, and assets should be continuously monitored. CM
was also recommended in IoT systems to obtain fast and contin-
uous feedback from the operations to development teams [P38].

S18: Security patch management using DevOps practices. An-
other aspect of DevOps and security is the usage of DevOps
practices to address security vulnerabilities rapidly [P20]. Due
to rapid releases in DevOps, vulnerabilities might exist in pro-
duction code. Therefore, once vulnerabilities are detected, it
is important to address them (e.g., security patches) as soon as
possible. For this purpose, the continuous practices of DevOps
(i.e., CD/CDE) can be used to deliver security patches rapidly.

S19: Using threat analysis practices. Threat modeling is a
practice used to identify, communicate and understand threats
and mitigation methods [55]. Moreover, it can be used to iden-
tify vulnerabilities at various stages and outputs. For example,

to detect vulnerabilities in a CD pipeline, the STRIDE threat
modeling approach can be used [P50].

4.4.4. Summary of the solutions related to practices

• In DevSecOps, security should be treated as a key con-
cern from the start of the process (shifting left), and it
should continue to be so, throughout the cycle (contin-
uous security) [S16, S17].
• We have reported on how automation of certain prac-

tices (e.g., SLAs made machine-readable), security
metrics and other strategies could be used to achieve
the above noted goals [S11-S19].

4.4.5. Solutions proposed related to Infrastructure
This section presents the reported solutions based on various

challenging infrastructures.

S20: Strict access management and policies. A key recom-
mendation of DevSecOps is to enable multiple team members
of different teams (Dev/Sec/Ops) to work on the same pipeline.
In practice, it entails giving permission and various access
rights to these members. However, strict access management
policies are proposed if the output is released to a sensitive and
highly regulated environment. For example, need-based access
(based on the principle of least privilege) is recommended for
developers who need access to highly regulated environments
or settings [P07]. Also, changes to the production environment
need to be automated, which should result in removing produc-
tion access from developers [P07].

S21: Adopting Infrastructure as code. In complex and highly
regulated infrastructures, IaC is highly recommended. As IaC
enables infrastructure to be versioned, tested, built, and de-
ployed, this is seen as a suitable solution to manage complex
environments with security concerns (e.g., air-gapped secure
environments [P07]). IaC also supports environment parity
by setting up pre-configured systems and networks (as relating
to highly regulated environments [P27]). Stakeholders should
agree to these configuration settings of the environment at the
inception of a project. When a need arises, they could then use
IaC to build and deploy an environment. This addresses the
challenge of the lack of centralized processes to deploy soft-
ware and environmental settings in highly regulated environ-
ments [P27]. However, in using IaC tools, developers need to
be mindful of the security limitations of the tool itself [Ch8].

S22: Creating simulation or replication environments for test-
ing. Setting up simulation environments is a recommended
solution in complex infrastructures for the purpose of testing
[P27]. By setting up common simulation environments, inter-
nal testing can be carried out by developers in these infras-
tructures. This could be very useful in terms of conducting
security-related testing and gathering end-user feedback. The
ENACT framework for trustworthy IoT systems by Ferry et
al. [P19] also contains a test and simulation tool in one of its
layers. These tools enable testing application scenarios against
programmed circumstances [P19].
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S23: Model-driven engineering to support DevSecOps. A
model-driven approach was reported to address challenges re-
lated to IoT infrastructures [P10]. The model once, generate
anywhere quality of this approach enables to tackle specific
challenges of an IoT infrastructure, such as high heterogeneity.
Further, this approach can address the security and privacy dif-
ficulties in IoT. It provides the methods to specify security and
privacy requirements and supports the automatic deployment
and the relevant mechanisms (e.g., GENESIS, an approach that
leverages model-driven engineering to support the DevSecOps
approach in IoT infrastructures [P10]).

S24: Systematic evaluation of product-specific vulnerabilities.
This is a solution proposal targeting highly regulated environ-
ments (e.g., medical devices [P13]). Due to heavy regulations,
the vulnerability handling activity needs to be highly system-
atic and transparent [P13]. Further, design aware risk assess-
ment is critical for these industries (e.g., design of the system
in a highly regulated setting). In today’s context, software con-
sists of a number of diverse components (e.g., open-source soft-
ware). Therefore, in critical environments, the vulnerabilities of
the components used need to be assessed systematically.

S25: Hybrid life cycles with data-security focus. With the
cloud environment getting more complex and novel (e.g., multi-
cloud setups), ensuring data security has become challenging
while rapidly deploying software. To address this issue, a par-
ticular focus needs to be paid to data security in parallel to the
development cycle [P18]. A joint Software as a Service (SaaS)
security life cycle was proposed, which combined the data se-
curity and software development life cycles to address this spe-
cific issue [P18].

S26: Framework support for DevSecOps. Several reviewed
studies have proposed specific frameworks to address the se-
curity challenges in various challenging infrastructures.

A systems-of-systems security framework was proposed tar-
geting the requirements definition phase for cloud systems
[P03]. This research is an example of a case study for the imple-
mentation of DevSecOps in SoS [P03]. Framework support for
multi-cloud application modeling was reported by two in-scope
studies [P37], [P39]. Details of the MUSA security modeling
language and supporting tool for multi-cloud applications was
reported by [P37]. This paper introduced the MUSA SecDevOps
framework which included the above components. We reported
the machine-readable SLA mechanism of this project (MUSA)
in the solutions related to the practices section [P39] [S11].
A secure DevOps framework was proposed, which used Net-
work Functions Virtualization (NFV) and micro-service pattern
designs [P24]. This framework targeted distributed and het-
erogeneous cloud environments [P24]. The ENACT DevOps
framework targeted IoT systems [P19]. The goal of this frame-
work was to establish trustworthy (i.e., preservation of security
& privacy) smart IoT systems. Trihinas et al. [P54] proposed
the Unicorn Framework to address the challenges of develop-
ing scalable and secure applications based on the microservices
architecture in multi-cloud environments.

4.4.6. Summary of the infrastructure-related solutions

• This theme captured several framework based solutions
for the infrastructure challenges reported. The frame-
works provide holistic solutions targeting DevSecOps
adoption in various challenging infrastructures [S26].
• In addition to the frameworks, strict access management

[S20], model-driven engineering [S23] and setting up
simulation environments [S22] were some of the other
solutions specific for the infrastructure theme synthe-
sized.

4.4.7. Solutions to people-centric challenges
This section reports the solutions based on the People theme.

S27: Facilitating inter-team communication and collaboration
with the appropriate controls or standards. Several studies re-
ported inter-team collaboration (as opposed to working in silos)
as a best practice that should be adopted in DevSecOps [P06,
P42]. One related recommendation is the formation of multi-
disciplinary teams in an organization [P08]. This would lead to
a high level of collaboration among development, security, and
operations team members on a continual basis starting from the
early stages of the process. Other recommendations include
customizing security tools so that the feedback cycle with other
teams is short [P42] and increasing developer engagement in
security tasks (e.g., security incident management) [P41].

Despite the above encouragement for more collaboration,
this should be done with the appropriate controls or standards.
For example, a clear separation of duties should be established
for various cross-team members [P06]. Also, there should be
a clear established way of communication between team mem-
bers. Manual communication methods such as emails should
be discouraged as it would add up to the communication ef-
fort [P06]. Automated methods should instead be utilized to
inform team members of activities occurring in the processes.
For instance, the relevant stakeholders should be automatically
notified from a system about testing efforts, successful instal-
lations, etc., rather than an administrator manually messaging
each person [P06].

Studies have also reported the need for a systematic, consis-
tent and transparent methodology for the communication pro-
cesses, especially in regulated or restricted environments. For
example, the communication of risk information and evalua-
tion results or rationales to stakeholders on a continuous basis
is required in such environments [P13]. For this purpose, ver-
ified key stakeholders and communication channels need to be
in place [P27].

S28: Having security champions in teams. In a DevSecOps
environment, there are different teams with differing priorities.
Therefore, the bridging role of security champions is recom-
mended for this environment [P04]. Security champions are
security-minded developers who typically have the most secu-
rity training in a team [P04]. Therefore, they treat security as
a priority. Due to this reason, they can act as a bridge between
development and security teams. Another benefit of this role
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is the effect of security champions on developers’ resistance to
security activities. As these members are usually from the same
development team, programmers are less likely to perceive se-
curity champions as outside agents hindering progress [P20].

S29: Carrying out organizational Human Resource Manage-
ment (HRM) programs in parallel. The culture change for De-
vSecOps can be challenging for certain people in an organi-
zation. To tackle this issue, studies recommended carrying
out HRM programs in parallel to DevSecOps transformation
projects [P03]. These programs should target common senti-
ments such as fear of being replaced or being recognized and
losing control of one’s own work [P03].

S30: Implementing security knowledge sharing methods and
training. Implementation of security training and knowledge
sharing methods could play an important role in improving the
security awareness of team members to carry out relevant tasks.
For example, security-related knowledge is vital in setting up
and using suitable security tools. If the development team is us-
ing static analysis tools to check for vulnerabilities, they would
need the relevant knowledge to identify actual security issues
and false positives [P04]. Further, as it is practically difficult
for every developer to be a security expert, it is important that
they are able to recognize when they would benefit from the ad-
vice of such an expert [P20]. Hence, at least some basic level
of security knowledge or awareness is needed for this purpose.

Studies reported detail on specific security training activi-
ties such as completing online coursework, participating in de-
veloper boot camps and in-house security awareness sessions
[P42]. Blameless security retrospectives are another type of ac-
tivity highlighted [P04]. What is advocated in this process is
that if security issues are discovered, they are not seen as faults
of a certain person. Therefore, the focus is to identify issues
and share knowledge.

S31: Integrity protection frameworks. To address insider
threats, the authors proposed system and data integrity protec-
tion frameworks. For example, Ahmadvand et al. [P29] formed
a set of integrity protection requirements based on the threats
and then proposed an integrity protection framework that tar-
gets holistic integrity protection in microservice-based systems.

4.4.8. Summary of the solutions to people-centric challenges

• The role of security champions is a key recommenda-
tion for DevSecOps proposed by the reviewed studies
[S28]. This role facilitates other advice of the People
theme, such as continuous and frequent inter-team col-
laboration [S27].
• However, studies highlight the need for controlled and

standardized communication strategies for DevSecOps
teams [S27].
• Finally, security knowledge sharing and training activi-

ties are crucial in DevSecOps as developers are required
to carry out security tasks [S30].

4.5. DevSecOps support in practice
In this section, we describe an example of how our results

can be combined to offer DevSecOps support in practice. The
concrete example that we provide is support for setting up a De-
vOps workflow with suitable security controls (e.g., application
security tools) integration.

One of the main challenges in DevSecOps practice is inte-
grating security controls (i.e., tools and practices) into the De-
vOps workflow without negatively impacting the rapid deliv-
ery goals [Ch14]. Further, while there are many security as-
sessment and control methods, in an environment with rapid
deployment needs, adopting all these solutions can overwhelm
developers [Ch1]. Therefore, proper support for DevSecOps in
practice would guide developers on selecting and applying the
most suitable security controls while having a minimal effect on
the deployment frequencies in DevOps. This requires an appro-
priate balance between speed and security needs to be achieved
for successful DevSecOps adoption. We offer some practical
suggestions on how this balance can be achieved in practice.

Our results show that development teams should set up a suit-
able DevOps workflow from the inception of the project. For
this purpose, developers should be encouraged to integrate se-
curity tools that facilitate the rapid deployment of software into
this workflow. We propose the usage of hybrid tools (i.e., IAST:
Interactive Application Security Testing) that combine the ad-
vantages of traditional application security testing tools (e.g.,
[S5]). However, due to other practical reasons (e.g., cost, de-
veloper preference), traditional tools may also be required to
be used in the DevOps workflow. In such cases, practitioners
should plan to minimize the negative drawbacks of such tools
using some of our proposed solutions. For example, developers
can set up a parallel testing pipeline in the workflow for static
scanning using a time-consuming SAST tool [S3]. In this setup,
the main pipeline moves forward while deep scans occur in par-
allel. This would ease some of the time constraints in a rapid
deployment environment.

Another method of obtaining DevSecOps support is to use
an application security testing as a service provider for specific
testing activities (e.g., static analysis as a service [S4]). The
reduced time to obtain the results of this model is suited for
DevOps. Further, if the required in-house security expertise is
not available, obtaining such services would increase the speed
of conducting the security testing activity with higher accuracy
levels.

Therefore, by adopting a combination of the above-noted so-
lutions, practitioners would be able to better balance the speed
of deployments in a DevOps workflow while ensuring the secu-
rity of the outputs.

4.6. RQ3: What are opportunities for future research or gap
areas for technological development (e.g., tool support) or
framework support in this domain?

In this section, we discuss the gap areas for future research
in this domain using the results of RQ1 and RQ2. We provide
the mapping of our study results (Figure 6) to enable the reader
to quickly determine the association between challenges, pro-
posed solutions, and gap areas in a holistic manner.
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Infras-
tructure

People

Practices

Tools

Challenges in DevSecOps Proposed solutions

Documentation with security support

Adopting best practices for tool usage

 Move to cloud-based solutions (e.g., static analysis as a
service)

Using orchestration platforms

Reusable design fragments and security tactics

Using a virtualization tool to encapsulate part of the system

Static analysis for Infrastructure as Code scripts
Limitations of Infrastructure or Configuration as Code tools

and scripts

Inability to carry out rapid security requirements
assessment 

Using threat analysis practices

Adapting standards, policies, models, service agreements into
testable criteria

Shifting security to the left

Implementing continuous security assessment practices

Devising security metrics or metric based approaches

Effective process documentation and logging strategies

Big data and behavioral analytics techniques

Model-driven engineering to support DevSecOps

Systematic evaluation of product-specific vulnerabilities

Hybrid lifecycles with data-security focus

Creating simulation or replication environments for testing

Adopting Infrastructure as Code

Facilitating inter-team communication and collaboration 
with the appropriate controls or standards

Implementing security knowledge sharing methods and
training

Integrity protection frameworks

Framework support for DevSecOps

Strict access management and policies

Security patch management using DevOps practices

Practitioners converge towards tool standards

Tools for continuous vulnerability assessment

Interactive Application Security Testing (IAST) tools

Future research directions

Empirically validated security metrics for DevSecOps

Consensus on shift left and continuous security

The need for security tools that target developers and not
security experts (i.e., developer-centered security)

Application security testing as a service

Continuous vulnerability discovery and 
management practices

Infras-
tructure

People

Practices

Tools

Defining security roles in DevSecOps

The need for socio-technical studies addressing people related
challenges in DevSecOps

Empirically validated frameworks in different contextual
settings

Limitations of static analysis tools affecting 
rapid deployment cycles

Security issues resulting from tool complexity and
integration challenges

Challenges related to tool selection in DevSecOps

Limitations of dynamic analysis tools restricting 
its usage in DevSecOps

Security limitations or vulnerabilities affecting the CD pipeline

Security limitations or vulnerabilities affecting 
the container ecosystem

Vulnerabilities affecting CI systems

Inability to fully automate traditionally 
manual security practices to integrate into DevSecOps

Challenges related to security measurement practices
 in rapid deployment environments

Challenges related to continuous security assessment

Inter-team collaboration issues

Challenges in organizational culture

Knowledge gap in security

Insider threats

Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in complex cloud
environments (e.g., multi cloud env.)

Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in resource constrained
environments (e.g., embedded systems, IoT)

Difficult to adopt DevSecOps in highly regulated
environments (e.g., air-gapped env., medical devices)

Automated vulnerability detection through requirement analysis

Having security champions in the teams

Carrying out organizational HRM programs in parallel

The need for security tools that compliment the rapid
deployment cycles in DevSecOps

Configuration management issues of tools

Incompatibility between security and DevOps practices
due to velocity of change, complexities and dependencies 

Figure 6: Mapping of challenges, solutions and gap areas devised in the study
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4.6.1. The need for security tools that complement the rapid
deployment cycles in DevSecOps

SAST and DAST tools are popular technologies in the in-
dustry, which are used in various stages in the development
process. However, several studies reported challenges related
to integrating these established tools in the rapid deployment
cycles [Ch4, Ch5]. While IAST was mentioned as a new type
of hybrid tool to address some of these challenges [S5], very
limited research exists on these technologies. Therefore, hy-
brid tools that combine the features of existing technologies in
a way that is suited for modern paradigms such as DevSecOps
are a clear gap area for further research.

Another key recommendation proposed in our study is using
tools that make continuous security assessment possible [S6].
However, there were only a few studies that reported empiri-
cally validated solutions for such tools. This is also a gap area
for new tool development.

Gap area: We highlight the need for application security
testing tools and methods, which specifically cater to the na-
ture of the DevSecOps paradigm (e.g., rapid CI/CD cycles).

4.6.2. Application security testing as a service
Another solution proposal that is compatible with DevSec-

Ops is the usage of application security testing tools as a ser-
vice. Many industry resources have advocated for this ap-
proach, with cloud-native applications on the rise (e.g., [56]).
Also, many leading companies in the application security test-
ing market are now providing their products as a service. How-
ever, we could only capture one peer-reviewed study that pro-
posed application security testing as a service in our SLR [P25].
This study demonstrated how static analysis offered as a service
could overcome the challenges that restrict this tool’s usage in
DevOps [S4].

Gap area: Further research can be carried out on how other
application security testing methods (e.g., DAST) can be of-
fered as a service to suit the DevSecOps paradigm.

4.6.3. The need for developer-centered security solutions
Developers, similar to end-users in security tasks, need sup-

port to create applications that are secure [57]. One of the main
difficulties that developers face is the use of complicated secu-
rity tools in their development workflow, resulting in low adop-
tion of such tools [57].

We reported several tool-related challenges on selection, con-
figuration, and integration that affected DevSecOps [Ch1, Ch2,
Ch3]. The limitations in the documentation for these tools made
the challenge more critical [Ch2]. The root cause for such prob-
lems is that most of the traditional security tools are developed
for the use of security experts and their workflow. Therefore,
developers are finding it challenging to select such tools from
a large range of existing products [Ch1] and then use them in
their own workflow [Ch2, Ch3]. This is an obstacle in modern
paradigms such as DevSecOps, as the developer must carry out
some security-related tasks.

Gap area: We advocate for empirically evaluated tools
which target developers in their development workflow (i.e.,
developer-centered security solutions).

4.6.4. Continuous vulnerability discovery and management
practices

Our results presented many challenges related to vulnera-
bilities of the tools and pipeline [Ch6, Ch7, Ch9]. However,
continuous vulnerability assessment processes were not widely
adopted in the industry [Ch13]. Therefore, more research is
needed to discover the reasons for this low adoption.

After the vulnerabilities are discovered, the next challenge is
the efficient management of the vulnerabilities within the rapid
deployment cycles. We reported several challenges regarding
this practice too [Ch14]. Due to the substantial effort needed
from engineers to address and manage the vulnerabilities (e.g.,
determine true/false positives, rectify true positives), they face
a trade-off between speed and security.

Gap area: Developers need to be presented with spe-
cific guidance on how the trade-off between DevOps release
speeds and security of the software can be effectively bal-
anced in a practical setting.

4.6.5. Consensus on shift left and continuous security
Shift left security and continuous security assessment were

two key solutions related to practices reported in our SLR.
There is a high interest among DevOps practitioners to imple-
ment these practices in their organizations [58]. However, a
consensus is required on how these practices can be practically
implemented and validated (e.g., what are the processes to be
shifted or automated and to which point in the pipeline?).

For example, studies reported that security tasks should be
moved to the left and automated as much as possible [S16].
However, more work needs to be done on how the traditionally
manual security practices can be automated to fit into DevSec-
Ops. Concerning this particular challenge, there were only a
few solutions captured by our SLR [S11], even though many
such security practices were reported as challenges in the liter-
ature [Ch10]. For example, practices such as threat modeling,
penetration testing, and code review were not addressed.

Gap area: More work is needed to establish consensus on
proposals such as shift left security and how traditionally
manual security practices can be automated to suit the De-
vSecOps paradigm.

4.6.6. Empirically validated security metrics for DevSecOps
Studies note that measuring security in software is a very dif-

ficult task [P20]. This task is even more challenging in De-
vSecOps, where multiple cross-disciplinary teams aim to de-
liver software rapidly. To address this problem, models such
as Building Security In Maturity Model (BSIMM) have been
devised in the industry [59]. Organizations use BSIMM as a
measurement tool to compare their software security initiatives
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with the data from the broader BSIMM community. Such mod-
els emphasize the importance of security metrics for software
security assessment. For example, in BSIMM, the importance
of using metrics for measurement is highlighted (e.g., for data-
driven governance and track performance). The BSIMM report
also states that there is a high interest in the industry to con-
sume real-time security events to produce useful metrics [59].
However, our results indicate a lack of empirically validated se-
curity metrics in this domain [Ch12]. Therefore, this is a key
area for future work due to the lack of research and potential
importance to DevSecOps.

Gap area: While researchers have stated the importance
of introducing security metrics into DevSecOps practices, a
very limited number of studies have established such metrics
by empirically validating them.

4.6.7. Defining security roles in DevSecOps
In DevSecOps, the traditional roles of developers and secu-

rity engineers have changed. With the shift left approach pro-
moted in DevSecOps, the developers are encouraged to carry
out security-related tasks. The security engineer’s role has also
changed from being involved in a specific stage to all stages
of the cycle. However, ambiguity lies about who makes which
security decisions in a practical scenario. Further to the above,
several studies have stated the importance of bridging roles such
as security champions for DevSecOps [S28]. However, the ex-
act role of such developers with regard to security decision-
making has not been clearly established.

Gap area: More effort needs to be directed at clearly defin-
ing the security roles of the team members in DevSecOps.

4.6.8. The need for socio-technical studies addressing people-
related challenges in DevSecOps

The paradigms of DevOps and DevSecOps are widely rec-
ognized as a cultural transformation for an organization [60],
[61]. However, in our study, the people theme captured the
least amount of studies in our search. We also noticed that the
challenges reported in the people theme had a wide-ranging ef-
fect across themes. For example, developers lacking security
skills resulted in challenges in the tools and practices themes
(e.g., Ch04, Ch13).

Gap area: We highlight the need for socio-technical studies
which focus on the people-centric challenges and their effect
on the other components of DevSecOps. (e.g., tool usage,
implementation of practices).

4.6.9. Empirically validated frameworks in different contextual
settings

The infrastructure theme captured several framework-based
solutions for the challenges reported. Most of these frameworks
were presented as case studies or were not adequately evaluated
[S26]. Some authors presented the frameworks as solution pro-
posals for their own context (e.g., company) [P03]. Therefore,

more empirical studies are needed for the broader applicability
of these solutions and associated components (e.g., modeling
languages), especially in different contextual settings.

Gap area: Empirically validated solutions (e.g., frame-
works) which enable adopting DevSecOps in complex, re-
source constrained, or highly regulated environments is a
current need in this domain.

5. Threats to validity

Similar to previous systematic reviews [62, 63] our re-
sults may be affected by the potential threats associated with
imperfect collection of primary studies, bias in study selec-
tion/extraction, and publication bias.

Missing primary studies. We are unable to guarantee that we
have captured all the relevant primary studies in our SLR.
This is due to limitations in the search method, [43], and non-
comprehensive venues or databases [64]. We aimed to mini-
mize this effect as follows.

Firstly, we ran pilot searches on frequently used index en-
gines and publisher sites, evaluated the results, and selected the
sources for our papers. The search string was then iteratively
improved to capture the relevant studies. In determining the
sources, we chose one index engine and two individual pub-
lishers for our study. While this approach results in duplicates,
it reduces the threat of missed studies [62]. We then performed
backward, forward snowballing [44] and snowballed the pri-
mary study lists of other secondary studies (Table 1) to capture
the missed papers. From the above activities, we attempted to
minimize the number of relevant studies missed by our search.

Bias in study selection and data extraction. Bias in study se-
lection (i.e., applying the inclusion/exclusion criteria) and data
extraction are common limitations that affect SLRs [64]. To re-
duce this effect, we developed a study protocol that defined the
research questions and search procedures, inclusion/exclusion
criteria, and a data extraction strategy. [43, 62]. A well-defined
protocol is said to increase the consistency in the selection of
primary studies and data extraction [62]. This document was
discussed and shared among all authors. Two authors were
engaged in the data extraction process using data extraction
sheets. These sheets were stored in shared folders and checked
by the other authors. Regular discussions were held among the
authors to assess the outcome of these stages and to cross-check
the completeness of the search and data extraction [64].

Publication bias. This refers to the issue that positive results
are more likely to be reported compared to negative results
[40]. However, in our study, we captured many papers which re-
ported negative effects, such as challenges faced by practition-
ers in this domain (RQ1). When forming the gaps (RQ3), these
challenges were assessed against the solutions (RQ2). There-
fore, unreported negative results would only have a moderate
effect on these contributions.
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6. Conclusion

Based on our results, we conclude:
• Out of the themes devised in this study, the main focus

area for researchers in DevSecOps is automation and tool
usage. We found that some of the older technologies, such
as SAST and DAST tools had drawbacks that affected De-
vSecOps goals. Therefore, research and development on
new technologies that support the rapid deployment cycles
of DevOps (e.g., hybrid tools or IAST) is a current need.
• A large number of tool-related security issues and vulner-

abilities were captured by our study (e.g., vulnerabilities
affecting containers). Therefore, developers should take
appropriate action to minimize the effect of these security
issues when including such tools in the pipeline.
• Shift-left security and continuous security assessment

were two key recommendations related to the practices-
theme of our study. These practices keep security as a pri-
ority in a continuous manner throughout the deployment
cycle. However, this is another area where tool support is
lacking (e.g., tools that support continuous security assess-
ment).
• Inability to automate traditionally manual security prac-

tices is a critical problem in this field. These practices are
hard to be fully integrated with the CD or CDE practices
of DevOps. Further studies are needed on how a suitable
trade-off can be achieved in balancing the goals of DevOps
and such security practices.
• Even though cultural or human aspects are critical for De-

vSecOps success, these are less discussed areas in the lit-
erature. In our study, the people-related challenges had a
wide-ranging effect across the other themes. This leads us
to recommend more socio-technical related research ex-
ploring the people-related challenges and solutions in this
domain.
• Adopting DevSecOps principles or practices in various

complex, resource-constrained, and highly regulated in-
frastructures is a growing area of research. However, more
empirically evaluated solutions are needed to ensure wider
adoption of such tools or frameworks.
• Finally, we note that many DevSecOps adoption chal-

lenges and solutions captured in our study were interre-
lated across themes. We provided the mapping of the re-
sults of our study to illustrate this point. Therefore, re-
searchers need to thoroughly consider challenges or solu-
tions across themes and their applicability when devising
studies in this domain.
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